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1. INTRODUCTION 
The celebrated theorem that a group of cohomological dimension one is 
free was first proved by Stallings [8] under the assumption that the group is 
finitely generated. Later Swan [lo] was able to obtain this theorem without 
such an assumption. Thus we have that the cohomological dimension (cd) 
of a group G is the same as its category and geometric dimension with the only 
possible exception when cd G is two (2). Groups of cd 2 are by no means rare 
[3, Section 8.31. This paper stems from an attempt to classify such groups. 
We find that the simple infinite groups constructed by Camm [l] are of cd 2 
(Section 4), and a locally nilpotent group of cd 2 turns out to be Z @ Z or a 
noncyclic subgroup of Q (Section 3, Theorem C). 
Recent work of Gruenberg [3] and Stammbach [9] on locally nilpotent 
groups and solvable groups, relate the cd of such groups to their Hirsch 
numbers. We obtain that a torsion-free solvable group is of finite cd if and 
only if it has finite Hirsch number (Section 2, Theorem I). With this group- 
theoretical interpretation of cd we shall prove that a locally nilpotent group 
is of finite cd if and only if its abelian subgroups are of finite cd. (Theorem A). 
Moreover, in this case, it is merely a subgroup of some unitriangular group 
T&J of various degrees d (Theorem B). The Mal’cev completion G* of a 
torsion-free locally nilpotent group G is used as the basic tool throughout 
this paper. 
2. cd AND HIRSCH NUMBER 
I f  G is a solvable group and 
{e) =B,cB,C~.~CB, =G 
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is a normal series of G so that all the factors B,+JB, are abelian groups, then 
the Hirsch number hG is the sum of the torsion-free rank of B,+,/B, for 
i = 0, I,..., n - 1. It is well known that hG does not depend on the normal 
series. In [7], Mal’cev defined a solvable group G is of type A, if hG is finite. 
Such a group is of type A, if all the abelian factors B,+,/B, have finite torsion 
part. (The definitions for A, and A, are found in [7]). He proved that the 
factor group of a solvable A,-group with respect to its maximal torsion normal 
subgroup is a solvable &group. (Theorem 3, [7]). It implies, in particular 
that a torsion-free solvable group of finite Hirsch number is countable. 
In [9], Stammbach found that the weak homological dimension of the 
group algebra KG of a solvable group G over a field K of characteristic zero 
is the same as hG. This implies that cdG >, hG. For torsion-free nilpotent 
groups, Gruenberg [3] proved that hG = cdG if G is finitely generated and 
hG + 1 = cdG if G is not finitely generated. We shall show that a torsion- 
free solvable group with finite hG has finite cd. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a torsion-free solvable group whose derived series 
G3G1 = [G,G]3...3GG” =={e} (2) 
has length n, then hG < cdG < hG + 2n - I. 
Proof. The first inequality is a trivial consequence of Stammbach’s 
theorem, owing to the fact that Tory(K, A) = Torp(Z, A) for any 
KG-module A [3, p. 261. We may assume from now on that hG is finite and 
as a consequence of Mal’cev’s theorem that G is countable. 
We shall prove the second inequality by induction on the derived length 
n of G. If  n = 1, then G is abelian, and cdG = hG or hG + 1, depending on 
whether G is finitely generated or not. Suppose the inequality is true for 
solvable groups of length less than n, then cdG’ < hG’ + 272 - 3. Let T 
be the normal subgroup of G such that T/G’ is the group of torsion elements 
of the abelian group G/G’. Then T is the direct limit of subgroups S’, , where 
S, contains G’ and SJG’ is finitely generated. Thus G’ has finite index in S, . 
Since S, is torsion-free, Serre’s extension theorem [3, p. 1481 applies. We have 
cd(&) = cdG’. By Berstein’s theorem [3, p. 1321, cdT < 1 + sup cd(&) = 
I + cdG’. Now we have cdG < cdG/T + cdT < hG/T $ 1 $- 1 + cdG’ = 
hG/G’ + I + l+hG’+2n-3 =hG+2n- 1. Q.E.D. 
It is quite likely that a better upper bound exists for the cd of a torsion-free 
solvable group. Using Lie algebra, Mal’cev [7] proved the following 
remarkable theorem. 
THEOREM 2. (Mal’cev) If every abelian subgroup of a locally nilpotent 
group G is of finite rank, and P is the maximal normal torsion subgroup of the 
group G, then G,IP is a nilpotent group of type A, . 
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We can now easily show 
THEOREM A. A locally nilpotent group G is of finite cd if and only if every 
abelian subgroup of G has$nite cd. 
Proof. I f  the abelian subgroup is of finite cd, then it is a torsion-free and 
of finite rank. Furthermore, G is torsion-free because finite cyclic groups have 
infinite cd. By Mal’cev’s theorem, G is a nilpotent group of type A, . This 
implies hG finite and Theorem 1 shows that cdG is finite. Q.E.D. 
3. M~L'CEV COMPLETION 
A group G is complete or infinitely divisible if for any element a of G and an 
arbitrary natural number n, the equation x1’ = a has at least one solution in G. 
It is well known that every abelian group can be embedded in a complete 
abelian group. Mal’cev [6] proved that if G is a torsion-free locally nilpotent 
group, then there is a group G*, the Mal’cev completion of G, which is a 
torsion-free complete group containing G, and for every element x in G*, 
there is an integer n such that P is an element in G. This group G* is unique 
up to an isomorphism extending the identity automorphism on G. The 
cohomological dimensions of G* is at most equal to cdG f  1, which follows 
from the fact that hG .= hG* and the theorem of Gruenberg [3, p. 1491. 
THEOREM B. Every locally nilpotent group of a Jinite cohomological 
dimension can be embedded in T,(Q), the group of unitriangular d x d matrices 
over the field of rational numbers. Conversely, every subgroup of Td(Qz) is a 
nilpotent group of finite cohomological dimension. 
We shall first prove a useful lemma. 
LEMMA. Let G be a locally nilpotent group of finite cd and M be a ISfinitely 
generated subgroup of G with maximal cd. If  M* is a Mal’cev completion of M, 
then G can be embedded in M*. 
Proof. Among all those finitely generated subgroups of G, we pick M 
so that cdM is maximal. By Gruenberg’s theorem, cdM = hM. Let G* be 
a Mal’cev completion of G and M* be the subset consisting of those elements 
a in G* such that a” in M for some integer m. Thus fiZ* is a complete and 
torsion-free group [S, II, p. 2491, and is the Mal’cev completion of M in G*. 
[5, II, p. 2561. Now M* is nilpotent by the Federov’s theorem, [5, II, p. 2571. 
We claim that G* = M*. Let u be an element in G*. Thus ut in G for some t. 
The group generated by M and ut is again a finitely generated nilpotent group 
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whose Hirsch number is at least that of M and therefore h(M, u”) = hM by 
the maximality of hM. Thus (~8)” in M for some 11. Since M* is a complete 
torsion-free nilpotent group, the equation xtn = utn has one and only one 
solution in M* (5, II, p. 247). Thus u is in M*. This shows that G is contained 
in M*. Q.E.D. 
Proof qf Theorem B. By the above lemma, it suffices to show that M* can 
be embedded in T&J). It was shown [4] that the finitely generated torsion-free 
nilpotent group M can be embedded into Td(Z), the group of d x d uni- 
triangular matrices over rational integers. A unitriangular matrix is a matrix 
with one’s in the main diagonal and zeros underneath. Since it is obvious 
from the Mal’cev’s construction that Td(Z)* = T&J, the first part of the 
theorem follows. The group T&J) has finite Hirsch number, by Gruenberg’s 
theorem T&J) and its subgroups are of finite cd. Q.E.D. 
As a corollary of the first part of Theorem B we obtain Gruenberg’s result 
that a locally nilpotent group of finite cd is nilpotent. In fact, if N is a nilpotent 
normal subgroup of a locally nilpotent group such that cd G/N is finite, then G 
is nilpotent. The fact that Td(Q) has fi m e ‘t cd can also be proved via the 
Maximal Principle Theorem [3, p. 1451. 
We are now in a position to determine the class of all locally nilpotent 
groups of cd 2. It is known that, in addition to 2 @ Z, Q and its noncyclic 
subgroups have cd 2 [3, p. 1251. We shall show that these are the only possible 
locally nilpotent groups of cd 2. 
THEOREM C. Let G be a locally nilpotent group. If  cdG =: 2, then G is 
either isomorphic to Z @ Z OY to a noncyclic subgroup of Q. 
Proof. The Hirsch number hG of G is at most two. By the above lemma, 
G is contained in Q or Q @ Q, the Mal’cev completion of Z and Z @ Z, 
respectively. In any case, G is abelian. By Gruenberg’s theorem, cdG = hG 
if G is finitely generated, and cdG = hG + 1 otherwise. Thus G is either 
Z @ Z or is an abelian group of rank one. Q.E.D. 
4. AMALGAMATED FREE PRODUCT 
In [lo], Swan gave a Mayer-Vietoris sequence for a free product with 
amalgamation. Let K = G JJA H be a free product with amalgamated 
subgroup A. Let M be any ZK-module, then there is an exact sequence 
+ H”(K, M) (res~res) l H”(G, M) @ H”(H, M) 
(res.res) 
b H”(A, M) --f Hnfl(K, M) -+ e.. 
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Thus the free product with amalgamation of two groups of finite cd will again 
be a group of finite cd. In fact, cdK < cdG + 1 if cdG = cdH, and cdK == 
max(cdG, cdH) if cdG $- cdH. 
If  G and Hare free groups, then K = G IJA H will have cd ,< 2. Camm [ 11 
constructed a family of infinite simple groups K by taking the free product of 
two free groups G and H, each on two generators, with a certain subgroup 
A, of G and an isomorphic subgroup A, in H amalgamated. By Stallings’ 
result, if K is of cd one, then K is free. But a nontrivial free group is certainly 
not simple. This shows that cdK = 2 if K is a Camm’s simple group. We 
have in fact shown a slightly stronger result. 
THEOREM D. If K =- G JJA H is the free product of two free groups with 
amalgamated subgroup A, and K is not free, then cd K :z 2. 
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